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UNISERIAL RINGS AND LIFTING PROPERTIES
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We have studied the lifting (extending) property of simple modules on direct
sums of cyclic hollow (uniform) modules in [4] and [5]. We have shown there
that they are closely related to generalized uniserial rings, provided that the ring
is right and left artinian.

We shall extend those relations to more general rings. In the second sec-
tion we shall study rings R with the lifting (extending) property of simple modules
as right i?-modules by making use of results in [6] and [7]. Especially, we
shall show that the ring of upper (lower) tri-angular matrices (of column finite)
over a division ring with countable degree have the above property. We shall
stydy, in the third section, relations between right generalized uniserial (couni-
serial) rings and the lifting (extending) property of simple modules on direct sum
of cyclic hollow (uniform) modules, when R is semi-perfect. In the final section
we shall study those problems on a commutative ring. We shall determine the
type of modules which have the extending property of simple modules, when R
is a Dededind domain and give a characterization for a commutative ring R to
have the lifting (extending) property of simple modules for any direct sum of
cyclic hollow (uniform) modules. Finally we shall show that if R is noetherian,
the property mentioned above is equivalent to the fact: R is a direct sum of
artinian serial rings and Dededind domains.

1. Definitions

Throughout this paper we assume that a ring R contains an identity element
and every i?-module M is a unitary right i?-module. We call M a completely
indecomposable if End^(M) is a local ring. We denote the Jacobson radical,
injective hull and the socle of M by/(M), E{M) and S(M), respectively. Mu)

means the direct sum of /-copies of M and | M | , \J\ mean the composition
length of M and the cardinal of/. We put Si(M)ISi.1(M)=S(M/Si^1(M)) in-
ductively, namely the lower Loewy series. By M we denote M\](M). If for any
simple submodule A of M (resp. S(M)) there exists a completely indecomposable
cyclic hollow (resp. uniform) direct summand N of M such that N-{-J(M)jJ{M)=-
N=A (resp. A is essential in N (i.e. Aec^N)), we say M has the lifting (resp.
extending) property of simple modules. See [4], [5], [6] and [7] for other definitions.
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For any primitive idempotent e in R, if the set of JR-submodules in eR is linear
with respect to the inclusion, (namely eR is serial) and has the upper Loewy
series, we say R is a right generalized uniserial ring [13] (we usually consider a
semi-perfect ring). As the dual, if every indecomposable and injective module
with non-zero socle is serial and has the lower Loewy series, we say R is riglt
generalized couniserial ring.

2 Tri-angular matrix rings

We have studied a right artinian ring over which every projective (resp.
injective) module has the extending (resp. lifting) property of simple modules in
[8]. In this section we shall characterize some rings with above property and
show that they are closely related to rings of lower (resp. upper) tri-angular
matrices over a division ring with countable dgree.

Theorem 1. Let R be a ring. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
1) Every projective module has the lifting property of simple modules.
2) R has the above property as a right R-module.
3) R contains a right ideal A satisfying the following conditions.
i ) A = ^ ®eaR is a locally direct summand of R and the eaR are hollow

(local). l

ii) S(R/J(R))=S(A+J(R)IJ{R)).

Proof. l)->2). This is cle_ar.
2)->3). We may assume S(R) 4=0. We note that every indecomposable and
cyclic hollow projective module Ma satisfies (E-I) in [4] and if M^Mp, Ma^M^
Hence, noting the above remark, we can show, by the same argument given in
the proof of [6], Theorem 4 that R contains a right ideal A as in 3).
3)->l). Let P be projective. Then P is a direct summand of Ru) for some / .
It is clear that AU)=^ ®eaR

u) is a locally direct summand of Ru) and S{RU))=

AU). Since EndR(eaR)-^EndR(e^R)-^0 is exact, A has the lifting property of
simple modules by [4], Theorem 2. Hence, Ru) has the same property (cf. the
proof of [6], Theorem 3). Therefore, since J(P)=PJ(R)y P has the lifting
property of simple modules by [4], Proposition 2.

Corollary. Let R be a ring such that R/J(R) is artinian. Then R has the
lifting property of simple modules as a right or left R-module if and only if R is semi-
perfect.

Proof. Since R/J(R) is artinian, R=A if and only if R has the lifting
property of simple modules as a right i?-module. The concept of semi-perfect
ring is left and right symmetric.

As the dual to Theorem 1
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Theorem 2. Let R be a ring. We assume that every uniform direct sum-
mand M with S(M)^0 of R is artinian. Then the following conditions are equi-
valent :

1) Every projective module has the extending poperty of simple modules.
2) R@R has the above property as a right R-module.
3) R contains a right ideal A satisfying the following conditions.
i) A= 2 2 ®e*aR is a locally direct summand of R and the eaoR are

uniform and S(eafiR) =}= 0.
ii) S(R)=S(A).

iii) S^R^S^R) and S(ealR)^S(ea^R) if a*a'.
iv) I(a) is a well ordered set, Hom^ (S(eapR), S{ea,^R)) is extendible to

Hom^(eapR, eafi'R) (and so eafJR is isomorphic to a submodule of ea^R) for (3<(3'
(cf. [8]).

Proposition 1. Let Rbea right artinian ring. Then R has the extending pro-
n

perty of simple modules as a right R-module if and only if i?= 2 ®&iR satisfies
i = 1

the following two conditions.
1) Each e(R is uniform.
2) Any element f in HomR (S(eiR)> S(ejR)) is extendible to an element in

HomR(eft, ejR) or f~l is extendible to an element in Hom^yi?, e{R) for i^?j.

Proof. This is clear from [7], Corollary 1 to Proposition 1 and [5], Corollary
8.

Proposition 2. Let R be a self-injective ring as a right R-module. Then
we have the following.

1) Every projective module has the extending propoerty of simple modules.
2) R contains a right ideal A satisfying the following conditions.
i) ^4—2 @e<xR is a locally direct summand of R and the eaR are inde-

comoposable and injective.
ii) S{R)=S(A).

Proof. Put S(R)= 2 ®Sa: the Sa are simple. Then A= 2 ®E(Sa) is a

desired right ideal. Hence, every direct sum i?(/) has the extending property of
simple modules (cf. [7], the proof of Themore 6). Therefore, every projective
module has the same property by [7], Proposition 1.

If R is the full ring K^ of linear transformations of a vector space over a
division ring K> the above A is the socle of R.

Let T be the ring of lower tri-angular matrices (of column finite) over K
with countable dsgree. Let {e{j} the set of matrix units in T. We put e~eH.
Let B be a two-sided ideal of T not containing any e{. We put T= TjB. Then
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enT+B/B^enTand 2 @enf is a two-sided ideal of t. Let i? be an inter-
»=i ^

mediate ring containing 1? between 2 ©£«Tand f. Then enR=en(£®emT)
n = l

=£ n T is serial and of finite length. Further S(R)=S(jj>} ®enR). Let e be any

idempotent in i?. Then e = 2 #«*#*+£«+ 2 ^«^ w « ' for some n and

g=een is idempotent and eRl2gRZ±enR. Hence, R satisfies all conditions of 3)
CO

in Theorem 2, replacing A by 2 ®enR. More generally, we may replace some
diagonal parts in T by K^ and modify the forms of T (cf. [1]). Then we have
the same structure of such a generalized ring as one of R. Thus, we have

Proposition 3. Let R be a ring as above. Then every projective R-module
has the extending property of simple modules.

Let 7" be the ring of upper tri-angular matrices over K with countable
degree and let Bf be a two-sided ideal in T' not containing any e{. Put T'=

T'\B' and / ' (T' )= {(ah) \ ai{=0 for all i}. We have a meaning of 2 Ln for any
n=i

L in J\T). Hence, J\T) is the Jacobson radical of T (see [12]) and

S{T'IJ{T'))= 2 ®enf'jenJ(T). Let R' be an intermediate ring containing

IT between T and g S ^ f ' . Then S(R'IJ(R'))=J]®enR'/J(R'). Hence,
i?' satisfies the conditions in 3) of Theorem 2. Similary R satisfies the same
condition. Thus, we have

Proposition 4. Let R and R' be as above. Then every projective R-(R'-)
module has the lifting property of simple modules.

Let T be the ring before Proposition 3 with matrix units h{j.

Theorem 3. Let R be a ring. Then R is isomorphic to an intermediate i ing
CO

containing 1T between T and 2 @hnnT if and only if R contains a two-sided ideal
n—i

A satisfying the following conditions.
1) i)~iv) in Theorem 2 are satisfied, namely every projective module has

the extending property of simple modules.
2) A is a faithful left R-module.
3) | / | = 1 .
4) eaR^epR if a* 13 (ea=ela).
5) Each eaR is of finite length and every submodule is projective.

Proof. Since A has the extending property by [5], Corollary 8, {ea}^a) is
a countable and linearly ordered set with respect to < * by 3)~5) and [5], Coro-
llary 8. Hence, we may assume ejl < *e2R <*•••< *enR <*•••. We note that every
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element in HomR(S(enR), S(emR)) is uniquely extendible to Homs(e JR, eJR) for
n<,m by 5). We fix an element /*>M_i in HomR(S(en.1R), S(enR)) and denote
its unique extension in Hom^(^_1i?, enR) by £n>w_i and the identity mapping of
enR by gnn. We put gmtn=gw,m-igm-i,tn-2'~gn+i,n for m>n (cf. [1]). It is
clear that Hom^jR, emR)=gmnEndR(enR)=EndR(emR)gmtn and H o m ^ i ? , ^ )
« H o m ^ ( ^ , exR) via gnti=gn,n-i'"g?,i- Since H o m ^ i ? , enR)=0 for m>n by
5), End^(^4) is isomorphic to T: the ring of lower tri-angular matirces of column
finite over a division ring End^^i?) with countable degree. Since A is a faithful
left .R-module and Hom^^i?, emR)=emRen^Ai R is an intermediate ring between
T and 2 ®gn,nT. The converse is clear.

Let 7" be the ring before Proposition 4.

Theorem 4. Let R' be a ring. Then R' is isomorphic to an intermediate

ring containing 1T, between T' and 2 ®hn,nT' if and only if R' contains a two-

sided ideal A' satisfying the following conditioiors.

1) i) of Theorem 1 is astisjied, namely every protective module has the lifting
property of simple modules.

2) A' is a faithful left R-module.
3) eaR'^e^R' for alia*0.
4) Each submodule eaC*0 of eaR' is projective and e<Jl'\eaC is of finite

length.

Proof. This is dual to Theorem 3.

REMARKS. 1. If we omit 4) (resp. 3)) in Theorem 3 (resp. 4), we may
replace T (resp. T') by the general form as before Proposition 3.

2. Let K be a field with automorphism a such that K ^FG{K) and let
{ejj} be a set of matrix units. We put R--Kell@Ke22®Kel2. Then R is a
right artinian ring by setting kenk

fe21=k<rkfe12 and ke12k'e22=kk'e12 for k,k'^K
and R has the extending property of simple modules as a right i?-module. How-
ever End^(*S(^ni?)) is not extendible to End^(^n-R) and R does not have the ex-
tending property of simple modules as a left i?-module (cf. [8]). RQ)R does
not have the extending property of simple modules as a right i?-module.

3. Generalized uniserial rings

Let R be an algebra over a field K of finite dimension (more generally R is
an artinian algebra with duality).

Proposition 5. Let R be as above. Then the following conditions are equi-
valent:

1) Every direct sum of hollow right R-modules has the lifting property of
simple modules.
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2) Every direct sum of uniform left R-modules has the extending property of
simple modules.

3) R is a right generalized uniserial ring.
4) R is a left generalized couniserial ring.

Proof. Since R has the duality, the proposition is clear from [4], Theorem
4.

Theorem 5. Let R be a semi-perfect ring. Then the following conditions
are equivalent'.

1) For any primitive idempotent e, eR 3 ej Z) ej2 Z) • • • 3 ejn Z> • • • Z) e( f] Jn) is
a unique composition series of right ideals eA with \ eRjeA | < oo in eR.

2) Every direct sum of cyclic hollow modules with finite length has the lifting
property of simple modules.

Proof. Since R is semi-perfect, we have a complete set of mutually ortho-
gonal primitive idempotents {et} with 1 = 2 ey 1)~>2). Let M be a cyclic,
hollow module with finite length and M^eiRjeiA for some e{ in {e^ and a right
ideal A. Then £^4=e,/w for some integer n. Hence, e(A is a character sub-
module of e{R. Accordingly, we have 2) by [4], Theorem 2.
2)->l). We can show by induction on n and the same argument in [4],
Theorem 4 that £,-/7**/w+1 *s simple or zero. Hence, if \eRjeA\ <oo9 eA^eJ*
for some t. Let \eR\eA | = o o . Since eR\eA^eR\e]n for any n, there exists an
epimorphism gn: eRjeA->eRjeJn. Hence, (eAc:) kergn=eJnleA by the above.
Accordingly, eAc: [\eJn=e([\Jn). Hence, every right ideal in eR is contained

n n

in e( H Jn) or equal to ejn.
n

Corollary. Let R be a semi-perfect ring with [\Jn=§. Then the following
conditions are equivalent:

1) Ris a right generalized uniserial ring.
2) Every direct sum of cyclic hollow modules has the lifting property of simple

modules.

Proof. Since [}Jn=0f every hollow module is isomorphic to eiRjeiJ" or

e{R if 1) is satisfied. Hence, we have 2) by [4], Theorem 2.

Theorem 6. Let R be any ring. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
1) Every direct sum of uniform modules of finite length has the extending

property of simple module.
2) For every indecomposable injective module E, 0 c: S^E) cz S2(E) c: • • • c:

Sn(E)^"' is a unique composition series of submodules of finite length.

Proof. l)->2). Putr=EndJP(JB)andy/=/(r). Then
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if SX(E)^:O. We assume Si/S^E) is simple for all i^n. If \B\ <rc for a
submodule B of E, B^Sn(E). Let A^S^E)) be a submodule of E such
that AijSn{E) is simple for z=l , 2. Then taking the identity in 71, we obtain
some / in / ' such that (l+f^A^A^, (i, i')=(l> 2) by [5], Corollary 8. Since
I f(At) I < I A{ I, /(i4f.) c Sw(£). Hence, A{ c ^ and so A = i4,-/. Therefore,
Sn+1(E)/Sn(E) is simple or zero.
2)->l). Let M be a uniform module of finite length. Then E(M) has a non-
zero socle. Hence, we have 1) by [5], Corollary 8.

Corollary. Let R be a ring such that every indecomposable injective module
E with S(i?)4:0 is equal to \jSt(E) (e.g. R is a semi-primary or commutative
noetherian ring). Then the following conditions are equivalent \

1) Every direct sum of uniform modules with non-zero socles has the extending
property of simple modules.

2) R is a right generalized couniserial ring.

Proof. If R is right generalized couniserial, then for every uniform module
M with S(M)=t=0, M=E(M) or M=Si(E) and so M is completely indecom-
posable.

REMARKS. 1. If R is a semi-primary, EJljEJi+l is semi-simple and EJn^
St(E) if EJn+1=0.

2. If R is a commutative noetherian ring, then E= \jSj(E) by [11].

Theorem 7. Let R be a right artinian and right genralized uniserial ring.
Then an R-module M has the lifting property of simple modules if and only if M is
a direct sum of cyclic hollow submodules.

Proof. This is clear from Corollary to Theorem 5 and [6], Corollary to
Theorem 4.

We shall give the dual result to Theorem 7.

Lemma 1. Let Rbea right noetherian ring and M an R-module. We assume
that every uniform direct summand of M is artinian and M e 3 S(M). If M has the
extending property of simple modules, then M is a direct sum of uniform submodules.

Proof. From the assumption and [7], Theorem 6, M contains a submodule
M' such that A T = 2 @Ma is a locally direct summand of M and S(M)=S(M'),

where the Ma are uniform. We shall show M=M'. If M=^M\ there exist x
in M-M' and a non-zero right ideal A such that xA^M' for Me^S(M)=S(M').
Since R is right noetherian, we can find a maximal one B among A above, i.e.

—M' and mBc:M'. Now, mB is finitely generated and so m f i c j

a . (=M ;) for some finite subset / o f /. M' being a locally direct summand of
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M, M=Mj®M*. Let m = m1+m2; m^Mj, m2<=M*. Then m2B
mJi^Mj and m2B^Mj f] M*=0. Since m&M' and B is maximal, m2R^RjB.
Let S{m2R)^CjB. Then m2C=S(m2R)^S(M)=S(M')^M'y which is a con-
tradiction. Therefore, Af=AT.

If i? is a right noetherian and generalized couniserial ring, every injective
module is a direct sum of injective hull of simple modules. Hence, R is right
artinian by [14], Theorem 4.5 in p. 85.

Theorem 8. Let R be a right artinian and generalized couniserial ring.
Then an R-module M has the extending property of simple modules if and only if M
is a direct sum of uniform submodules.

Proof. Every uniform module is artinian if R is couniserial, and Me^
if R is right artinian. Hence, we have the theorem by Lemma 1 and Corollary
to Theorem 6.

Theorem 9. Let Rbea right and left artinian ring. We assume R is self-dual
(e.g. algebra over a field of finite dimension).1) Then the following conditions are
equivalent:

1) R is left and right generalized uniserial.
2) Every right R-module has the lifting property of simple modules.
3) Every right R-module has the extending property of simple modules.

Proof. l)-^2) and 3). This is clear from Theorems 6 and 7 and [13].
2)—>1). R is right generalized uniserial by Corollary to Theorem 5. Let e be
a primitive idempotent in R. Since Re is hollow, the dual (Re/Ae)* of RejAe
is uniform for any left ideal Ae of Re. Further (Re/Ae)* is hollow by 2).
Hence, RejAe is uniform. Therefore, Re is serial.
3)—>1). R is right couniserial by Corollary to Theorem 6. Since eRjeA is inde-
composable for any right ideal eA, eRjeA is uniform by 3).

4. Commutative rings

In this section we assume that R is a commutative ring. Then every cyclic
hollow module M is isomorphic to RjA; the ideal A is contained in a unique
maximal ideal P=P(M). Hence, R\A is a local ring. Conversely, if R is a
local ring, then R\A is a cyclic hollow module for any ideal A. Let M^R/A
and P=P(M). Since RjA is a local ring, R\A is an i?P-module and every R-
submodule of R\A is an i?P-module. Hence, R\A=R\A®RP=RP\AP.

Lemma 2. Let Rbea commutative ring and P prime ideal. Let A be an ideal
in RP. Then every R-submodule of RP\A is an RP-module if and only if RP=A+R
as R-modules, where R=p(R) and p is the natural homomorphism of R into RP.

1) We shall show in the forthcoming paper that the assumption is superfluous.
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If there exists such an ideal A^RP, then P is maximal.

Proof. We assume RP=A-\-R. Let B be an intermediate i?-submodule
between RP and A, andktx=a+r inRP (a<=A, r^R). Then Bx^Ba+Br^B.
Hence, BjA is an jRp-module. Conversely, we assume that every i?-submodule
of RPjA is an i?P-module. Then A+RjA is an i^-module. Hence, A+R=RP.
Since AczPP} RP=PP+R> which implies RjP^RPjPP and hence, P is maximal.

Proposition 6. Let R be as above. Let Pbe a maximal ideal and A an ideal
contained in P. Then the following conditions are equivalent:

1) P is a unique maximal ideal containing B=p~\AP).
2) Rp\AP is a cyclic hollow R-module.
3) RP=AP+R as R-modules.

Proof. l)->2). Since BP=AP, we obtain 2) by the beginning.
2)-^3) and 1). RP\AP is a cyclic hollow i?-module, RP\AP^R\C for some ideal

C with Q = P(RjC). Hence, (RQ=)RQICQ^_RPIAP( = RP) as i?-modules. If
P=|=Q, 1QP=1QPRQ=RQ. Hence, f(lQ)P= RPy a contradiction. Accordingly,
Q=P and RPlAP^RPjCP as i?P-modules. Therefore, AP=CP and AP-\-R=RP

by Lemma 2 and P is a unique maximal ideal containing p~\AP)=p~\CP).
3)^2). If Rp=AP+R, RP\AP is a cyclic hollow module by Lemma 2.

Theorem 10. Let R be a commutative ring. Then the following conditions
are equivalent:

1) Every direct sum of cyclic hollow modules has the lifting property of simple
modules.

2) For each maximal ideal P, the set of ideals A such that P is a unique maximal
ideal containing A is linearly ordered with respect to inclusion.

Proof. 2)-»l). Let M^RjAi be a cyclic hollow module for i = l , 2 . If
M1^M2i P(M1)=P(M2) as above. Hence, A^A2 or A2^Al by 2). There-
fore, we have 1) by [4], Theorem 2.
1)^2). Let AUA2 be ideals in R as in 2). Since R\A{ is a cyclic iJ-hollow
module and R\A1

i^R\A2, we obtain an element x in R—P such that xA^A2 or
xA2^Al by [4], Theorem 2. Let Q be a maximal ideal =t=P. Then AiQ=RQ

for i '=l, 2. Hence, A^A2 or A2<^AX. Therefore, the set of those ideals A{

is a linearly ordered set.

Corollary. Let Rbe a commutative local ring. Then 2) in the above is equi-
valent to

2') R is a generalized uniserial ring (namely a valuation ring).

The dual to Theorem 10 is
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Theorem 11. Let R be a commutative ring. Then the following conditions
are equivalent:

1) Every direct sum of uniform modules with finite length has the extending
property of simple modules.

2) For each maximal ideal P in R, the set of submodules with finite length of
E(RjP) is serial.

Proof. Each uniform module with finite length is isomorphic to a submodule
of E(RIP) for some maximal ideal P in R. Hence, the theorem is clear from
Theorem 6.

Finally we shall assume that R is a commutative noetherian ring. Then
every indecomposable and injective module E has of the form E(R/P), where P
is a prime ideal and E= (j£f; E~{x^E\Ann(x)=Pi} [11]. If S(£)4=0, P is

a maximal ideal in R. Then E{RjP) is artinian and every i?-submodule is quasi-
injective by [3], Lemma 2 and Theorem 3.

Theorem 12. Let R be a commutative noetherian ring. Let M be an R-
module with Me^2S(M). Then M has the extending property of simple modules if
and only if M«]>] 2 ®MPa, which satisfies the following conditions.

1) MPa is a submodule of E(RjP) for each P.
2) {MPa}a is linear with respect to inclusion for each P,

where P runs through all maximal ideals in R.

Proof. If M & 2 J 2 © MPay M has the extending property of simple

modules by 1), 2) and [5], Corollary 8, since MPais quasi-injective. Conversely,
we assume that M has the extending property of simple modules. Let iV be a
uniform submodule of M. Since Me^S(M), S(N)=*FO. Hence, iV is a submodule
of some E{RjP) and N is artinian. Therefore, M is isomorphic to a submodule
A T = 2 ®MPa satisfying 1) and 2) by Lemma 1 and [7], Theorem 6.

P,ot>

Especially, let R be a Dededind domain and M an i?-module. Then
M=M(f)(BM0: M(i) is the torsion part and S(M0)=0. Hence, M has the ex-
tending property of simple modules if and only if so does M{t). We note
that Me^S(M) if and only if M is torsion.

Corollary. Let R be a Dedekind domain and M a torsion R-module. Then
M has the extending propetty of simple modules if and only if M is a direct sum of
an injective module and cyclic P-groups R/Pn

y where P runs through all non-zero
primes in R.

Proposition 7. Let R be a commutative and noetherian ring and M an R-
module with S(M) e c: M. Then M has the extending property of direct decompositions
of S(M) if and only if M is a quasi-injective. In this case M has the extending
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property of direct sums of uniform modules.

Proof. If M has the extending property above, M — 2 ®MPa as in

Theorem 12 by the definition. Furthermore, Mm=MPp by [5], Corollary 20.
Since R is noetherian, 2 ®MPa is quasi-injective by [10], Theorem 1.1. Hence,

Mis also quasi-injective. The converse is clear by [5], Proposition 25.

Proposition 8 Let R be a commutative and perfect ring and M an R-module.
Then M has the lifting property of direct decompositions of MjJ(M) if and only if M
is quasi-projective.

Proof. If M has the above property, M=^\ ®Ma with Ma cyclic hollow.

Since R is commutative and perfect, Ma^eR\eAa is quasi-projective by [9],
Proposition 2.1, where e is a primitive idempotent and Aa is an ideal. Further-
more, if eR\eAa^eR\eAz for a ^ G / , eAa=eAp by [4], Theorem 3. Hence,
M is quasi-projective. The converse is clear by [4], Corollary 3.

Proposition 9. Let R be a commutative and noetherian ring. Then R has
the extending property of simple modules as an R-module if and only if R is a direct
sum ofFrobenius rings and a ring with zero socle. In this case every projective module
has the extending property of simple modules.

Proof. We assume that R has the extending property of simple modules. We
may assume by [7], Proposition 1 that R is directly indecomposable. If A5(jR)=t=0,
R is uniform and R is artinian by [3], Theorem 3. Hence, R is a Frobenius ring.
The remaining parts are clear from Theorem 2.

Theorem 13. Let R be a commutative and noetherian ring. Then the
following conditions are equivalent:

1) Every direct sum of cyclic hollow modules has the lifting property of simple
modules.

2) Every direct sum of uniform modules with non-zero socles has the extending
property of simple modules.

3) RP is a serial ring for every maximal ideal P.
4) R is a direct sum of artinian uniserial rings and Dedekind domains.

Proof. 1)^3). Let P be a maximal ideal. Then all Pn are contained in a
unique maximal ideal P. Hence, PnjPn+1 is simple by Theorem 10. There-
fore, RPZDPP^P2

PZD" is a unique series of ideals, since [)PP=0.

3)^1). This is clear by Theorem 10, [4], Theorem 2 and taking localization
with respect to maximal ideals.
2)->3). Let P be a maximal ideal in R and put E=E{RjP). Then E — S^E).
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Pn
P/Pnp+1 is simple or equal to zero by Corollary to Theorem 6 and [11], Theorem

3.10.
3)->2). If RP is a serial ring for a maximal ideal P, E^E^^ is simple by [11],
Theorem 3.10. Hence, E= \jE{ is serial. Therefore we have 2) by Corollary to
Theorem 6.
4)->3). This is clear.
1), 3)->4). We note that every factor ring of R satisfies 1). Since R is noe-
therian, we may assume that R is an irreducible ring as an i?-module. We know
Krull dim i ?< l by 3). Let 0 = ^ ( 1 — f l ^ n ^ n — nBmf]C1n ••• 0 Cn be a
irredundant representation by primary ideals Aiy Bi and Cq such that the as-
sociate prime ideal P{At) of A{ is maximal and minimal, P(BJ) is of height 1
and P(Cq) is minimal and not maximal ideal in R (we may assume all P( )'s are
distinct). Let P be a maximal ideal in R. We note that P does not contain two
distinct minimal ideals by 3). Since P(A{) is a maximal and minimal, At is
relatively prime to another ideals Aj (j^i), Bj and Cq. Hence, A1 = 0 or
0=jB 1 n- -n5 l l ( nC 1 n- -nC J I , since R is irreducible. We assume the latter.
Since P(Bt) contains a unique minimal ideal P(C^a)) from the above, we have
o = (fix n c.(1)) n (B2 n c,(2)) n • • • n (BM n c^) n ca n • • • n cin.m. We know
again from the above 0=Bx fl C^Q) or C t l=0. In the former case, P(C^1))=p is a
unique minimal prime ideal in R. Let P be any maximal ideal in R. Since
pc^P and i?p is serial, pP=0. Hence, p=0, which is a contradiction. Thus,
we have shown that R is a primary ring with a unique minimal ideal q. If i? is
artinian, R is local and so R=RP is a uniserial ring by 3). If R is not artinian, RP

is a Dedekind domain for any maximal ideal P. Hence, ^ = 0 . Accordingly, R
is a domain and so R is a Dedekind domain by 3).
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